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CLIENT OBJECTIVE
JIG Technologies aims to simplify technology for clients with innovative, cost-effective and user-friendly
solutions. Terr Fo Fou datio ’s TFF O tario offi e has 25 staff. Like ost No -Profit Organizations, they
operate on a very limited budget. Technology is critical to meeting their objectives and growing donations.
They need all the benefits of the Office 365 suite and SalesForce without the overhead of maintaining
equipment and security.

CHALLENGE
How to stret h TFF’s IT support udget in order to:
 Perform regular hardware and software upgrades and replace old PCs and Servers
 Have ongoing support for daily business needs.
 Find ways to improve their productivity

SOLUTION
Thin Client / Terminal Services
Simplicity is the key to success. Minimum hardware is required for the workstations and terminals because
the real power for users comes from the server. Older PCs become good candidates as terminals,
eliminating waste and further spending.






No need to update patches and security on individual PCs
Standard support and interface for all users
Fast and Reliable because of the load balancing features between multiple servers
Uses only 1/3 the power of a PC, generating much less heat and noise
Fast and Reliable because of the load balancing features between multiple servers
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Uses only 1/3 the power of a PC, generating much less heat and noise
Takes less space: Thin Client devices are small, like external modems, and can be mounted under
desktops
Increased reliability: Thi lie t devi es do ’t have ovi g parts or fa s, a d therefore have a MTBF
(meantime before failure) which is far longer than a normal PC. Gartner, Inc., reports the average thin
client MTBF is about 175,000 hours, compared to 25,000 hours for PCs
Increased security and less risk of viruses because this is running on a server, not multiple desktops.
Restriction of USB sticks and CD ROMS further reduces the risk of virus transfer from home PCs.

OUTCOME
TFF can now enjoy greater productivity, reliability and security with less cost and effort. Our solutions reduce
administration and end user support because Thin Clients are far simpler to manage, with only a single point
of administration. That ensures consistent and successful upgrades to systems, applications and security
patches. Adding new users is easy. Setup can be done in minutes, as can replacement of any failed units. And
because the cost is low, replacement units can be kept on hand for convenience.
Disaster Recovery has been addressed. The centralized storage system allows for faster, easier backups. If a
terminal fails, i porta t data is ’t lost e ause it is stored on the server.
With Thin Client in place, JIG was also able to:




help TFF to obtain a no-cost donation from Microsoft for all MSServer and MSOffice applications.
obtain a substantially-reduced rate for charities on a new server.
implement Windows Terminal Service with High Availability load balancing service to allow TFF to use offlease PC as a terminal.
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